
Your Guide  

to AI Ethics
Understanding Artificial Intelligence (AI) ethics requires some nuance 

at the start. At its core, AI is non-ethical—that is, the processing, 

analysis, and decisions that AI executes are merely based upon the 

data and other inputs provided. 

 

Therefore, AI ethics primarily relates to discovering and eliminating 

the cognitive biases and potential privacy violations that developers 

and users fall victim to, affecting how data is interpreted and acted 

upon. This pertains to both data and input assessment, as well as 

utilizing AI to uncover the existing systematic biases that humans 

inadvertently adopt. 

 

Adhering to AI ethics requires developers’ conscientiousness, 

transparency, impartiality, accountability, and security. Ferret has 

adopted these principles—enacting them through strict data sourcing 

policies, user-provided accuracy feedback, and the unbiased 

presentation of records.



AI and Ethical Complications

Artificial Intelligence is the field of thinking machines. It’s often thought of as teaching 

machines to think like humans—ideally, though, AI can deliver more rational, relevant, 

extensive, and accurate information than the average person. 

 

Spanning facial recognition, news feed aggregation, real-time cybersecurity, and 

relationship tracking, among many other applications, AI’s presence has steadily 

increased to promote efficiency and responsiveness, with objectivity as a primary goal. 

 

Many presume that machines provide innate objectivity that protects AI from human 

complications such as cognitive bias and mismanagement. However, all AI machines 

are built by humans and regularly reference human-created data and inputs. 

Therefore, individual and systemic biases risk affecting the algorithms created to 

operate the AI engines and inadvertently result in unethical behavior and actions. 

 

To ensure ethical implementation and usage of AI, we must acknowledge the potential 

for human-created biases and create structures to safeguard our machine-driven apps 

against these intrusions, as well as other possible missteps.

1 IMB. What is Artificial Intelligence https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/what-is-artificial-intelligence



Basic Safeguards for Ethical AI 

Ferret is committed to developing AI with the highest standards of ethical 

considerations in mind. To this end, we rigidly scrutinize the data sources that 

inform record aggregation and make continuous efforts to eliminate bias and 

judgment from our solution. 

 

Broadly, we believe that truly ethical AI development accounts for: 

Transparency 

Provide users and stakeholders with 

clear and easily accessible insight 

into where public data comes from, 

how it’s analyzed, and how the AI 

makes its decisions.

Security 

AI systems must be secured from 

data breaches, hacks, and potential 

risks and threats both internally and 

externally.

Regulation 

AI systems should follow and abide 

by all known laws and regulations 

that have been established, 

particularly those governing 

personal data (e.g., GDPR, CCPA). 

Accountability 

Allow third-party inspections and 

provide the availability to answer 

questions about algorithms. 

Ultimately, an individual or 

organization behind the AI must 

address relevant, user-presented 

concerns and inform those in charge 

of the AI algorithm.

Impartiality 

Eliminating bias and discriminatory 

practices are essential when 

determining how to develop an 

ethical AI. The goal for AI is that it 

must become more impartial than a 

human.

However, understanding the importance of these considerations requires a 

deeper look into the inherent risks and challenges developers face, instances 

and corrections of unethical AI results, leveraging AI to minimize human bias, 

corrections to problematic data and inputs, and ongoing AI refinement that 

pursues ethical outcomes.



Ferret’s Commitment 

to Ethical AI Outcomes

At Ferret, we’ve adopted a set of principles guiding our relationship intelligence 

solution that promotes the merging of AI and ethics. These form the philosophical 

foundation of what we believe is the right way to approach how to develop ethical AI:

Bias Elimination 

Ferret's AI framework is regularly reviewed to 

identify and remediate potential bias risk. 

Coinciding with Ferret's intended use as a 

financial risk evaluation tool, the aggregated 

records identify lawsuits, government licenses, 

past exit successes, fraud allegations, and 

white-collar crime as opposed to demographic 

data, sensationalized stories, and incidents 

occurring when an individual was a minor.

Data Scrutiny 

Bias elimination begins with 

rigorous data scrutiny. With that 

standard in mind, we’ve secured 

exclusive access to NominoData 

(used by over 8,000 financial 

institutions worldwide) and 

incorporated extensive public 

record collections to maintain as 

unbiased a data source as possible. 

This scrutiny is further applied via 

natural language processing (NLP) 

that determines record and article 

sentiment and user feedback 

functionality that asks Ferret’s 

customer base to rate relevancy. 

Additionally, Ferret also actively 
promotes positive results (e.g., it 
uncovers a court dismissal to put 
alongside a negative headline), 
which further mitigates any 
perceived risk of bias.



Judgment-Free Results 

With a two-factor relevancy determination, Ferret presents information based 

on how related the data is to the user’s search and where it falls on the 

spectrum from positive to negative. Ferret never makes a judgment call; it 

simply presents the information needed for individuals and organizations to 

make the best data-informed decision for themselves.

Practical Obscurity 

Ferret searches are based on business-critical risk criteria rather than SEO 

(search engine optimization), creating more relevant parameters. Including 

world news publications and court records, our data sources are already 

publicly available. However, this data is often highly inaccessible without Ferret 

combing through backlogs and determining relevance. Archived and presented 

data is driven by keywords and categories that matter to those contexts.

Terms Of Use Protections 

Written into Ferret’s Terms of Use are vital details to protect this powerful tool 

from misuse. To align with existing laws and regulations, the information 

provided by Ferret can’t be used in hiring decisions, consumer reports, or credit 

checks. Ferret also respects privacy, and contacts or user data are never shared. 

Robust Security 

Ferret regularly reviews all laws and 

jurisdictions regarding operating policies 

and security. Safety is and always has 

been our number one priority.

Regulatory Compliance 

Coinciding with data-based ethical AI outcomes, an increasing amount of enacted 

legislation and regulations target personal data privacy and protection. Ferret has 

and continually evaluates the stipulations laid out in the CCPA, FCRA, GDPR, and 

other relevant precedents to determine their applicability to our product.

SAFETY IS AND  
ALWAYS HAS BEEN

OUR NUMBER  
ONE  PRIORITY

Ferret’s Commitment 

to Ethical AI Outcomes



AI’s Inherent Risks and Challenges 

When it Comes to Ethics

Certain scenarios commonly create circumstances that threaten ethical AI outcomes: 

The common thread amongst these 

threats to the ethical use of AI technology 

is a lack of foresight and caution. The 

only way to combat this is by examining, 

updating, and re-examining the product 

from every angle, ensuring it operates as 

intended for every user in every situation. 

A company is understaffed, or the employees are not adequately skilled in the 

complex world of artificial intelligence. 

 

The AI creators lack a precise vision of how the system should work, which 

results in discrepancies and unethical outcomes. 

 

The company is attempting to expedite its launch, skipping over essential testing 

and quality-control stages. 

 

The creators lack diverse datasets, opinions, and experiences, limiting their 

ability to predict the AI’s impact on certain groups or specific situations. 

 

The company lacks a quantity and quality of data sources with continuous 



Efforts to develop ethical AI outcomes date back roughly 30 years to one of the 

first instances of algorithmically applied bias. In 1988, it was discovered that a 

UK medical school’s AI-based applicant assessment disproportionately 

approved men and individuals with European names for interviews.2 

 

This is not an isolated incident and directly calls the issue of unethical AI 

outcomes to the forefront. Since then, notable examples of AI ethical issues 

and applications include: 

While the first and third examples illustrate 

the cautiousness developers must employ 

when creating AI algorithms and systems, the 

second demonstrates the importance of 

continuous safeguarding that must protect 

deployed AI from accumulating bias over 

time. Thus, artificial intelligence ethics must 

approach this problem from both sides.

In Broward County, Fla., an AI algorithm used to assign risk ratings to 

defendants identified African Americans as “high risk” at twice the rate of 

their white counterparts in data collected between 2013 and 2014. During the 

same period, then-US Attorney General, Eric Holder, expressed his concerns 

over the inadvertent bias introduced by AI into the criminal justice system.3

In 2016, a chatbot released by Microsoft on Twitter and trained on 

anonymous public data was targeted by users intending to introduce racial 

bias into the algorithm’s produced results. The chatbot began replying to 

users with offensive messages based upon the input of problematic data.

In 2014, a series of algorithms used by 

Amazon for HR purposes was trained on the 

primarily male development team’s resumes, 

which resulted in excluding female applicants.4

Examples of Unethical 

AI Outcomes

3 ProPublica. Machine Bias. https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing 

4The Enterprisers Project. Bad, biased, and unethical uses of AI. https://enterprisersproject.com/article/2019/8/4-unethical-uses-ai 

2 Harvard Business Review. What Do We Do About the Biases in AI? https://hbr.org/2019/10/what-do-we-do-about-the-biases-in-ai 



Overcoming the Pervasive Fear of AI

While the answer is yes, and many in the field actively work towards this result, 

dedicated efforts must incorporate specific perspectives for this to become the 

consistent norm. 

 

As powerful technologies emerge and we approach an uncertain future, fear is a natural 

response. However, reducing those negative sentiments requires full transparency and 

comprehensive education for those creating and using AI technologies. 

As the Alan Turing Institute states, “AI ethics is a set of values, principles, and 

techniques that employ widely accepted standards of right and wrong to guide moral 

conduct in the development and use of AI technologies.” 

 

Current researchers and developers are making significant strides in adhering to an 

outcome where AI reveals and corrects systemically disadvantaged populations rather 

than perpetuating cognitive bias. Experts such as Jon Kleinberg and Sendhil 

Mullainathan have termed this as one of AI’s “disparate benefits from improved 

prediction.” 

 

One of the best examples of current strides made within the field is the developments 

achieved by Silvia Chiappa of DeepMind: «path-specific counterfactual fairness.» 

Counterfactuals are negative causal statements, identifying scenarios where the lack 

of occurrence A would also result in the absence of occurrence B. Chiappa’s approach 

relies on identifying «sensitive traits» that may provide valuable information but, further 

along algorithmic pathways, can result in unethical outcomes.7  

These and other examples of 

problematic outcomes have led many 

to question, “Can AI be ethical?” 
“Can AI be ethical?”

Progress Within the Field 

5  Alan Turing Institute. Understanding artificial intelligence ethics and safety. 

https://www.turing.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2019-06/understanding_artificial_intelligence_ethics_and_safety.pdf  

6 Harvard Business Review. What Do We Do About the Biases in AI? https://hbr.org/2019/10/what-do-we-do-about-the-biases-in-ai  

7 Proceedings of the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Path-Specific Counterfactual Fairness. 

https://ojs.aaai.org//index.php/AAAI/article/view/4777  



Data feeds AI. In the same way that we develop knowledge through our experiences, 

AI systems do the same by acquiring, interpreting, storing, and using data. By carefully 

managing and scrutinizing the acquired data that AI systems and algorithms receive as 

inputs, potentially unethical outcomes can be mitigated. 

 

The process of ethical data acquisition includes: 

Failure to apply sufficient scrutiny can easily result in invalid information and faulty 

conclusions, compromising the integrity of the AI system as a whole.

Carefully Managing Data Acquisition & Storage 

AI’s effectiveness is based on its efficiency at 

sorting through data. Just like humans excel at 

test-taking by recalling information quickly and 

correctly, a high-functioning AI must be able to 

sort through and delineate relevant and 

accurate data from given sets.   

AI must have the capability to make connections 

and relationships amongst the data quickly and 

easily. It also must derive these complex 

connections above and beyond what humans can 

manually comprehend. This is one area where 

counterfactuals are critical to preventing 

algorithms from establishing unethical 

relationships and casualties.

Scanning And Filtering Data Connections And Relationships



Companies using AI must actively prove that they can produce ethical outcomes by 

making the data and algorithmic information accessible to avoid the pitfalls of mistrust, 

misunderstanding, and misinformation. 

That includes in-depth explanations about:

To fully trust this advanced technology, users 

must understand it in its simplest, most 

transparent terms. Therefore, in addition to 

making datasets and non-proprietary algorithm 

information accessible, AI developers must 

also make accessible avenues to receive 

feedback. As users encounter potentially 

unethical AI results, developers must 

incorporate feedback that informs remediation 

and future advancements.

Continually Educating Deployed AI Systems

The product’s intended data usage and results that 

are thoroughly documented within company policies

Data sources used 

The algorithm’s precise mechanics

Inherent complications or caveats, if any

Privacy protections for the consumer

Data storage methods

Subsequent updates that impact any of the above



Additional Considerations 

for Ethical AI Outcomes

As the field of artificial intelligence ethics continues to develop, concerns over privacy 

and surveillance have begun pushing their way to the forefront and alongside 

cognitive bias. 

 

Since the advent of the internet and cellular communication, personal privacy has been 

an ongoing global issue. Throughout this period, most data usage remains unregulated 

and large data companies are not held accountable. This concern extends to AI as we 

attempt to outline and protect the privacy rights of individuals. Many regulations exist 

worldwide that must be adhered to, such as FCRA, GDPR, and CCPA. 

 

As mentioned above, Ferret’s solution relies on heavily scrutinized, already publicly 

available data. Therefore, applying strict data scrutiny helps prevent the aggregation of 

public information from becoming problematic surveillance. 

Trust Ferret  

for Ethical AI Outcomes

Ferret’s AI is made stronger because of our rigid adherence to ethical guidelines. 

We aim to preserve human dignity and protect against unjust reputational harm 

throughout all of our AI development. The risks of creating a powerful artificial 

intelligence without a clear ethical code of conduct are too significant to 

disregard. AI should be used to better human lives, and this should be enforced 

through well-defined ethical standards. 

 

Our solution provides relationship intelligence to protect you from the dangers of 

your professional and personal networks. Ferret’s AI aggregates relevant 

information for you to make intelligent, data-driven decisions that enrich your 

business and personal life. 
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